Spectrum of Living: Complementary and Oppositional Pathways

Understanding

Process Reality
Logic, Intuition & True Care

Care for Truth
2) Free Will - Evolve Consciousness
Sovereignty, True Care, Courage
Seeking to live in Right & Good

Self-Governance; Self-Dominion,
Self-Ownership, Self-Control,
King/Queen of Kingdom of Self,
Ruler of Behavior/Actions,
Self-Mastery, Enlightenment,
Harmony, Unity, Balance

Apathy for Truth
b) Fear, Ignorance
Apathy, Cowardice
Laziness

c) Arbiter of “Truth”, Fabricate “Laws”
Falsity, delusion, believe what you want
False self, false care, false living

d) Actualize True Self
Higher Self, Higher Will

Wisdom
Actualize ‘ought’

Aspiration
3) “Spirit”, Infinite
Unseen, Potential
Metaphysical
The Way - ‘ought’

Alchemical Divorce
Apophasis
Shadow Work
Remove Falsity/Wrong

Care for Truth
a) Behavior & Natural Law
Boundaries to Harmonize With

Knowledge
Input what ‘is’

Initiation
1) Matter, Finite
Seen, Actual
Physical
The Reality - ‘is’

- Apathy for Truth
- Care for Truth
- Paths: 
  - Care for Truth
  - Apathy for Truth
  - Degrees, grades
  - Apathy for Truth

- Care for Truth
- Apathy for Truth
- Fear, Ignorance
- Apathy, Cowardice
- Laziness

- Care for Truth
- Self-Governance; Self-Dominion,
Self-Ownership, Self-Control,
King/Queen of Kingdom of Self,
Ruler of Behavior/Actions,
Self-Mastery, Enlightenment,
Harmony, Unity, Balance

- Apathy for Truth
- Arbiter of “Truth”, Fabricate “Laws”
Falsity, delusion, believe what you want
False self, false care, false living

- Care for Truth
- Actualize True Self
Higher Self, Higher Will

- Wisdom
- Actualize ‘ought’

- Aspiration
- “Spirit”, Infinite
Unseen, Potential
Metaphysical
The Way - ‘ought’

- Alchemical Divorce
- Apophasis
- Shadow Work
- Remove Falsity/Wrong

- Care for Truth
- Behavior & Natural Law
Boundaries to Harmonize With
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Care for Truth
2) Free Will - Evolve Consciousness
Sovereignty, True Care, Courage
Seeking to Live in Right & Good

Self-Governance, Self-Dominion,
Self-Ownership, Self-Control,
King/Queen of Kingdom of Self,
Ruler of Behavior/Actions,
Self-Mastery, Enlightenment,
Harmony, Unity, Balance

Initiation
1) Matter, Finite
   Seen, Actual
   Physical
   The Reality - 'Is'

Aspiration
3) "Spirit", Infinite
   Unseen, Potential
   Metaphysical
   The Way - 'ought'
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Understanding Process Reality
- Logic, Intuition & True Care

Care for Truth
- 2) Free Will - Evolve Consciousness
- Sovereignty, True Care, Courage
- Seeking to live in Right & Good

Self-Governance; Self-Dominion,
Self-Ownership, Self-Control,
King/Queen of Kingdom of Self,
Ruler of Behavior/Actions,
Self-Mastery, Enlightenment,
Harmony, Unity, Balance

Apathy for Truth
- b) Fear, Ignorance
- Apathy, Cowardice
- Laziness

Apathy for Truth
- c) Arbiter of "Truth", Fabricate "Laws"
- Falsity, delusion, believe what you want
- False self, false care, false living

Care for Truth
- d) Actualize True Self
- Higher Self, Higher Will

Wisdom
- Actualize 'ought'

Knowledge
- Input what 'is'

Initiation
- 1) Matter, Finite
- Seem, Actual
- Physical
- The Reality - 'is'

Care for Truth
- a) Behavior & Natural Law
- Boundaries to Harmonize With

Aspiration
- 3) "Spirit", Infinite
- Unseen, Potential
- Metaphysical
- The Way - 'ought'

Alchemy: Divorce
- Apophosis
- Shadow Work
- Remove Falsity/Wrong
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**Spectrum of Living: Complementary and Oppositional Pathways**

**Understanding**

**Process Reality**
- Logic, Intuition & True Care

**Care for Truth**
1. Care for Truth
   - Free Will - Evolve Consciousness
     - Sovereignty, True Care, Courage
     - Seeking to live in Right & Good

2. Self-Governance; Self-Dominion, Self-Ownership, Self-Control
   - King/Queen of Kingdom of Self
   - Ruler of Behavior/Actions
   - Self-Mastery, Enlightenment
   - Harmony, Unity, Balance

**Apathy for Truth**
- b) Fear, Ignorance
- Apathy, Cowardice
- Laziness

**Knowledge**

- Input what ‘is’

**Initiation**
- 1) Matter, Finite
- Seen, Actual
- Physical
- The Reality - ‘is’

**Care for Truth**
- a) Behavior & Natural Law
  - Boundaries to Harmonize With

**Wisdom**

- Actualize ‘ought’

**Aspiration**
- 3) “Spirit”, Infinite
  - Unseen, Potential
  - Metaphysical
  - The Way - ‘ought’

**Care for Truth**
- d) Actualize True Self
  - Higher Self, Higher Will

**Apathy for Truth**
- c) Arbiter of “Truth”, Fabricate “Laws”
  - Falsity, delusion, believe what you want
  - False self, false care, false living

**Paths:**
- Care for Truth
  - degrees, grades...
- Apathy for Truth

**evolveconsciousness.org**
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Understanding Process Reality Logic, Intuition & True Care

Care for Truth
1) Dedication, Caring, Empathy, Love, Wisdom, Authority, Sovereignty, True Care, Courage, Seeking to Live in Right & Good

Self-Governance, Self-Dominion, Self-Ownership, Self-Control, King/Queen of Kingdom of Self, Ruler of Behavior/Actions, Self-Mastery, Enlightenment, Harmony, Unity, Balance

Apathy for Truth
b) Fear, Ignorance, Apathy, Cowardice, Laziness

c) Arbiter of "Truth", Fabricate "Laws" Falsity, delusion, believe what you want False self, false care, false living

d) Actualize True Self Higher Self, Higher Will

Wisdom Actualize 'ought'

Aspiration 3) "Spirit", Infinite Unseen, Potential Metaphysical The Way - 'ought'

Alchemy Divorce Apophasis Shadow Work Remove Falsity/Wrong evolveconsciousness.org

Care for Truth
a) Behavior & Natural Law Boundaries to Harmonize With

Knowledge Input what 'is'

Initiation 1) Matter, Finite Seen, Actual Physical The Reality - 'is'

Care for Truth
Care for Truth
Apathy for Truth
Apathy for Truth
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Understanding
Process Reality
Logic, Intuition & True Care

Care for Truth
2) Free Will - Evolve Consciousness
Sovereignty, True Care, Courage
Seeking to live in Right & Good

Self-Governance, Self-Dominion,
Self-Ownership, Self-Control,
King/Queen of Kingdom of Self,
Ruler of Behavior/Actions,
Self-Mastery, Enlightenment,
Harmony, Unity, Balance

Apathy for Truth
b) Fear, Ignorance
Apathy, Cowardice
Laziness

c) Arbiter of “Truth”, Fabricate “Laws”
Falsity, delusion, believe what you want
False self, false care, false living

d) Actualize True Self
Higher Self, Higher Will

Knowledge
Input what ‘is’

Initiation
1) Matter, Finite
Seen, Actual
Physical
The Reality - ‘is’

Care for Truth
a) Behavior & Natural Law
Boundaries to Harmonize With

Wisdom
Actualize ‘ought’

Aspiration
3) “Spirit”, Infinite
Unseen, Potential
Metaphysical
The Way - ‘ought’

Alchemy
Divorce
Appophasis
Shadow Work
Remove Falsity/Wrong
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Spectrum of Living: Complementary and Oppositional Pathways

Understanding

Process Reality Logic, Intuition & True Care

Care for Truth
- 2) Free Will - Evolve Consciousness
  Sovereignty, True Care, Courage
  Seeking to live in Right & Good

Self-Governance, Self-Dominion,
Self-Ownership, Self-Control,
King/Queen of Kingdom of Self,
Ruler of Behavior/Actions,
Self-Mastery, Enlightenment,
Harmony, Unity, Balance

Apathy for Truth
- b) Fear, Ignorance,
  Apathy, Cowardice,
  Laziness

Knowledge
Input what ‘is’

Initiation
1) Matter, Finite
  Seen, Actual Physical
  The Reality - ‘is’

Care for Truth
- a) Behavior & Natural Law
  Boundaries to Harmonize With

Apathy for Truth
- c) Arbiter of “Truth”, Fabricate “Laws”
  Falsity, delusion, believe what you want
  False self, false care, false living

Care for Truth
- d) Actualize True Self
  Higher Self, Higher Will

Wisdom
Actualize ‘ought’

Aspiration
3) “Spirit”, Infinite
  Unseen, Potential Metaphysical
  The Way - ‘ought’

Alchemical Divorce
Appophasis
Shadow Work
Remove Falsity/Wrong
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SPECTRUM OF LIVING: ADDENDUM
BRIDGE BETWEEN LOWER & HIGHER

The Great Work is done here on the ground.
We are a Gateway to Generate in Harmony or Disharmony with Nature.